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RIO OPERATION CENTER
On December 31st, 2010, Mauell delivered to the City of
Rio de Janeiro – Brazil – Latin America’s largest Operation
Center. Featuring a 20 x 4 LCD array Video Wall based on
Mauell’s pioneer X omnium technology, this new operation center will allow the city’s organs, agencies and utilities to monitor closely its daily routine, prevent disasters
and act promptly to emergency situations.
The Center was inaugurated by mayor Eduardo Paes and
Mr. Jacques Rogge, president of the IOC, the International
Olympic Committee. The construction of this important
building is one of the city’s investments for the 2014 FIFA
World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games.
The Rio Operations Center integrates in real-time thirty
municipal organs, agencies and service companies, allowing their synchronization via on spot event analysis
and prompt multi-task action. The main departments
involved are the authorities for traffic, energy, police, firemen, security and weather monitoring, but many others
services like air quality, garbage collection, bridge control
and highway control are also included. The center also
counts with a sophisticated modern system for 6 hour
meteorological condition forecasting.
This white paper will describe how Mauell’s X omnium
technology manages the real-time contents and the way
it displays this real-time information on the 42 Megapixel
Video Wall to the shifts of seventy operators working on
24/7 duty.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
X omnium is a completely IP-based solution, allowing to
service contents through networks to sets of displays or
logical arrangements of displays, which can consist of LCD
modules or rear-projection cubes. The video wall contents
can be managed and controlled from one or several distributed client applications.
The main content can be described as following:
• IP Cameras and streaming video
• Screen capture over TCP/IP
• Web-based applications
Additionally, the system allows physical arrangements
for digital video signals capture, feature that will be explained ahead.
All ME multiView e.Flat s7 modules (in this case 46” ultra-narrow bezel LCD modules with fan less fresh air duct
cooling and front serviceability) are connected to three 48port Cisco Catalyst 3560 Layer-3 Gigabit switchers, which
deliver the required performance for the streaming video
and the captured contents.
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X OMNIUM TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

OVERVIEW OF THE DISPLAYED CONTENT

On each module a Windows based core application denominated X omnium display is running. It is in charge
of gathering the contents to be display set by the user
through the X omnium client tool and locally control its
behavior. The relevant fact to be highlighted is that the
module will use all its processing power to control only
the portion of the content assigned to that position and
area, improving the Video Wall’s overall performance.

The main contents for Rio Operation Center’s routine
are the following:
a. Graphs, SCADA and web pages being captured from
twenty virtual machines running Windows 7 Professional on a Blade Server
b. H.264 streaming from around two hundred IP Cameras
c. Eight HD 1080i TV signals
d. Three HDMI from workstations

On three different workstations, assigned to the Operation
Supervisors, the X omnium Server application is in charge
of the intermediation of the commands from the X omnium client applications and the Video Wall. The X omnium
server application can manage a restricted section of the
Video Wall or its entire area.
This characteristic also aggregates redundancy to the system. On its database the network path for all content sources is stored – the ones that are enabled to be displayed on
the panel – and its particular details and configurations.
The X omnium client application delivers to the user a logical representation of the entire video wall, or a part of it,
and the list of registered source applications.
The operator can through a simple drag-and-drop operation insert a new application on the video wall, change its
dimension and position or load a new layout. Additional
features like preset window/application arrangements or
time-defined displaying procedures can also be set from
the X omnium client application.

NETWORK CONTENT
Items a) and b) of the list above are characterized as
network captures.
The first one is performed by means of the remote
capture application e.Tool Wall W LAN, software from
Mauell’s ME Multiview e.Tool Suite. A server application is installed on the workstation to be captured and
the client application is executed on the video wall,
displaying the captured images on its surface. This option is suitable, for graphs, SCADA screens and text. It’s
not suitable for full motion video.
The item b) is a pure streaming video displaying,
which can be performed on the Video Wall by a general client application based on VLC codecs or a thirdpart codec (e.g., Bosch, Axis, NKF etc.).
For full motion video through the network, the SD or
HD video must be encoded on a streaming video encoder and broadcasted to the Video Wall.

For the system administrators the X omnium client tool
also offers resources for system’s health monitoring, the
connection status of each module, individual controls for
maintenance and updates.

HIGH RESOLUTION VIDEO PHYSICAL INPUTS
Items c) and d) of the content list represents physical high definition video signal inputs. The Video Wall of the Rio
Operations Center has eleven HDMI inputs, distributed on the sections described below:

Each high definition video signal is deployed on the assigned Video Wall area, which can be easily switched to the
X omnium desktop on the Client tool. This arrangement is fixed, defined by the customer during the project design,
and requires a special cabling configuration between the modules of each segment. Additionally, a network-controlled matrix switcher can be used to allow content modification, delivering more flexibility to the system.
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